B&N Mission

Mission statement
More than a traditional on-campus bookstore, Barnes & Noble College promises to deliver students and faculty an unmatched retail and digital learning experience—providing the tools, resources and services that will help empower Delta State University for success. We are driven by a vision to take bold and imaginative steps towards bringing Delta State University “what’s next” in collegiate retailing. That vision feeds our dedication to retail excellence and fuels our advances in educational content.

Barnes and Noble delivers on this promise through five unyielding commitments:

- **Student and Faculty Insight** - We understand your Delta State University students and faculty preferences and will bring merchandise strategies that include sought-after products and services that Delta State University students need and want.
- **Innovation** - Barnes and Noble is committed to bringing Delta State University next-generation resources and digital solutions to help the future of learning. We will bring unrivaled access to affordable course materials and exceptional in-store and online shopping experience on your campus.
- **Advanced Technologies** - Barnes and Noble will continue to invest in next-generation technology and systems to deliver an optimized customer experience to all students and faculty.
- **Superior Products & Services** - Barnes and Noble offers students and faculty the most robust - customized - assortment of popular school-spirit merchandise, must-have apparel, technology gadgets, food and beverage options and more.
- **Higher Ed Focus** - Barnes and Noble will advocate for and use our resources to help support Delta State University's mission and goals.
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